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Chaos Dwarfs FAQ

Q. How exactly do Chaos Dwarf blunderbusses work with the stand & shoot charge reaction? A. The rules are applied exactly as with any other unit. 
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WARHAMMER ARMIES BOOK:



Chaos Dwarfs FAQ Q . Can you fire Chaos Dwarf blunderbusses if there is a friendly unit in combat with an enemy in the zone of fire? A . No, only Skaven can shoot when there is a chance of hitting their own units. Q . How exactly do Chaos Dwarf blunderbusses work with the stand & shoot charge reaction? A . The rules are applied exactly as with any other unit. If the chargers start within 12", then any models within 12" may be hit. If the chargers are outside 12", the charging unit is stopped at maximum range as normal – so in this case only the front rank of the charging unit will be in the zone of fire.



For US Grand Tournaments and Games Day Tournaments Only: Chaos Dwarf Warrior with Blunderbuss All the rules in Ravening Hordes for the Blunderbuss apply. When calculating the strength of the blunderbuss, a rank must contain 4 models to count for the +1 strength when shooting. However, you must still have 5 models to gain a bonus to your Combat Resolution. Sneaky Gitz When Sneaky Gitz are in combat, they may perform a Free Maneuver after every combat. When an opponent wins combat against Sneaky Gitz, they may turn to face, but may never increase their frontage. Bull Centaurs For the Grand Tournaments and Games Day Tournaments, Bull Centaurs are considered Infantry models on 25mm x 50mm bases. They may use hand weapon and shield and receive the armor bonus; they receive +2 Strength from great weapons; and they receive +1 attack from having an additional hand weapon. They are not considered mounted for armor save purposes. Bull Centaurs are Unit Strength 2. Orcs and Goblins Orcs and Goblins in the Chaos Dwarf list use the point values and rules in the 7th Edition Warhammer Armies: Orcs and Goblins. Only regular Goblins may be taken, not Night Goblins. The Animosity chart on page 16 of Warhammer Armies: Orcs and Goblins is used for all Hobgoblins, Goblins, and Orcs in the Chaos Dwarf army list. Black Orcs in a Chaos Dwarf army MAY NOT take a Magic Banner. Common Magic Items The Chaos Dwarfs use the following chart and point values for their Common Magic Items: Sword of Striking



30 pts (Magic Weapon)



Sword of Battle



25 pts (Magic Weapon)



Sword of Might



20 pts (Magic Weapon)



Biting Blade



10 pts (Magic Weapon)



Enchanted Shield



10 pts (Magic Armor)



Staff of Sorcery



50 pts (Arcane)



Power Stone



25 pts (Arcane)



Dispel Scroll



25 pts (Arcane)



Talisman of Protection



15 pts (Talisman)



War Banner



25 pts (Banner)
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chaos dwarfs - AdeptiCon 

Champions,. Musicians & Standard Bearers. Any unit of foot troops or Hobgoblin Wolfboyz in the army may upgrade a model to a Champion, musician or ...
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Official Chaos in the Old World FAQ 

Official Chaos in the Old World FAQ. Printer-friendly version. Includes official updates up to Feb. 5, 2010. General Questions. Q: There is conflicting information ...
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Chaos 

"Illuminatus!", ainsi que par l'ouvrage de Malaclypse Le Jeune,. "Principia Discordia", lequel exposait les principes de base de la. Religion Discordienne - une ...
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FAQ 

ments électroniques et informatiques, vers la fourniture de services. Or, la licence .... gestion collective obligatoire combiné à une exception légale. Il est difficile ...
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FAQ 

Frequently Asked Questions. How do I ... Its name must be of this form: artist_-_track_title.extension ... project â€“no more than 20 words, if we want more, we'll ask.
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Plunder Of The Dwarfs 

However, if even a single point of ... power of the Mostali planning rooms and .... Stunting. Description. A pair of gardening shears made with granite handles and ...
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LA FAQ 

Selon l'employeur qui vous engagera, il est possible qu'il vous octroie des chÃ¨ques- repas. Sur chaque chÃ¨que-repas, vous payez une cotisation personnelle ...
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FAQ/LiftMasterProgrammeurEmetteurClavier 
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FAQ FR 
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FAQ/EntretienPreventif 
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FAQ/PreventiveMaintenance 
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JAgraffe: FAQ 

1.2 2. Why doesn't JAgraffe allow me to save the scaled down pictures. ... and the rest of the screen too (just joking...of course...) 7. ... work with JAVA 1.4. 8.
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FOP FAQ 

Batik can be used with FOP to transcode an SVG image into a PDF document. 1.5. ... XSLFO (aka XSL-FO) is an XML vocabulary that is used to specify a ..... In addition, there are tools on the Antenna House XSL-FO Tutorial and Sample page.
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FAQ/PriseMesure 
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FAQ/OwnerManualLiftMaster 
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FAQ/PreparerOuverture 
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ProBalancer Sport FAQ 

The "ACES Systems Guide to Propeller Balancing" is provided with each propeller balancing ... You may use the guide .... Thus, elastic strain energy built up as the span rotated. ... beyond its yield point, and then beyond its ultimate stress limit.
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FAQ/NationalLaurentideCodes ENG 
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FAQ FR(1) 
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Chaos Pact - plasmoids.dk 

Chaos Pact probably has the widest range of options for team development in the game. ... As said before Pact have the most unique development options in.
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of chaos - kerlin.de 

and vigorous growth. The long-dead wood of ... opponent has been cut to pieces while entranced by her ... eerie whistling music to accompany her movements.
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dream theater - systematic chaos 

IN THE PRESENCE OF ENEMIES - PART I. (The Heretic and the Dark Master). Music by DREAM THEA. I, PRELUDE Lyrics by JOHN PETRUCCÃ�. Moderately J7 ...
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Chaos Theory and Strategy 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR's Terms and ... understanding the dynamic evolution of industries and the complex ... complex systems, managers can improve decision making and search for innovative ... AN INTRODUCTION
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